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INTRODUCTORY SECTION



Summary

The question of who should go to college is one that continues
to plague higher education theorists and admissions officers across
our country. There can be no question but that many applicants are
being admitted who do not belong in college as witnessed by the
high attrition rates. It is equally certain that there are those
who should be in college but are denied admission for one or a
combination of varied reasons.

The present investigation is an attempt to better identify those
among marginal college applicants to a liberal arts college who should
be permitted to enter college despite unfavorable prediction based
on the usual admissions criteria. A second objective of the study is
to develop and evaluate a program designed to help those who are
admitted with their adjustment to college during their first years

A select group Of marginal applicants to Hope College for the
fall semester, 1967, were invited to attend a special,Summer Trial
Program prior to the fall semester, with the understanding that
successful completion of the Trial Program would gain them admission
to the College. Twenty students responded favorably and were enrolled
in the special Summer program. Nineteen ok these successfully com-
pleted the program and were admitted in the fall. Special testing,
special aids in learning and study skills, and special counsel and
guidance were provided the participants in the summer and throughout
the school year.

Following the summer and school year of college work an analysis
and evaluation of the program was made in an effort to determine
which variables accessible at the time of admissions would have
given the best prediction of academic success in the first full year
of college. Multiple correlations, t ratios and regression equations
were computed and developed in making this assessment.

The most outstanding findings of the study were the following:
(1) the usual intellective predictors of college success were useless
in predicting who among these marginal entrants would be most or
least successful academically; (2) these intellective factors were
useful, however, in predicting who would do well in the Summer Trial
Program; (3) in turn, the grades earned in the Summer Ttial Program
were highly predictive of those most successful by the end of the
full year in college; (4) some of the non-intellective factors
evaluated from standard admissions material proved helpful in making
predictions--but often in an unexpected direction.

More study is needed and is continuing at Hope College. The
Summer Trail Program is being continued due to the fine records
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of some of the participants and due to this study's discovery of
unusual patterns of qualifications predicting the academic future
of marginal entrants far more accurately than the qualifications
or factors ordinarily emOloyed.

More careful study of the role of non.intellective factors is
needed and further investigation as to why the usual predictors are
not effective for marginal students, may prove enlightening.

Introduction

Colleges and uniVersitics across the country, and especially
adminsions people, are becaming less and less satisfied with past
academic performance'and aptitude test scores as the sole criteria
for admission to college programs. While these criteria do seem
to remain the best single predictors of success in college, there
seems to be increasing discomfort over the fact that some very
important persons may get by-passed and refused admission to college
on these criteria. Moreover, such individuals might not only be
able to complete college but could, in some cases, contribute even
more to society as college educated persons than sometof those who
are automatically admitted but do not have "other desirable traits
and characteristics." Of course the real problem for selection
and admission people in American higher education comes in identify-
ing and defining this area of "other dedirable traits and charac-
teriStics." However, the fact remains that Colleges and universities
in general, and liberal arts colleges in particular, are still looking
for same additional criteria that will help them avoid the mistake
of overlooking the person who really should be given the opportunity
for the college experience but cannot even gain admission. It is
realized more than ever before that the successful adult person is
not necessarily the person who has high academic ability and skills
only.

Efforts are being made continually to identify those factors in
the personality and character of the individual or in his home back-
ground or past conditioning which will enable him to succeed in
college despite the unfavorable prediction provided by his intel-
lective performances of the past. And, it might be added, various
personality tests may not be the only approach to identifying such
characteristics; teachers, counselors, or principals who have observed
the individuals over a period of time may be able to make valid
judgments on some of these characteristics. Until we succeed in
identifying such factors and admit at least limited numbers of
college applicants who possess them, we are not admitting to our
society that number of college educated persons. At the same time,
we are admitting to college people who do not graduate even though
they do possess the academic qualifications.
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While the numbers of these potential college graduates now being
overlooked may not be great, the proportions of this problem actually
are major for those who are being overlooked and for our nation which
is in dire need of all those who desire to become and can become
college graduatesi

Numerous studies have been conducted in an effort to find better
vaya of predicting college success and to assess the effects of
special programs: ,Of those studies assessing the role of intellective
factors in prediction the following are typical.

Richards, Holland and Lutz (1967) found the most consistently
high predictors of student accomplishment in college to be
accomplishment in high school grades and/or some combination of high
school grades and college aptitude scores. Nichols (1966) places
high school rank and aptitude test scores among the top three best
predictors of college grades, although some non-intellective variables
were also studied and found helpful in prediction. Among National
Merit finalists, Holland and Nichols (1964) found that records of
past azhievement and a specially constructed measure of potential
achievement were the best predictors of academic and extracurricular
achievement in college. Multiple correlations with intellective
variables (batteries of tests) yielded the best prediction of overall
grade point average in Lavin's review of research (1965); yet the
best single predictor was high school academic record. And in his
review of research, Travers (1949) points out that, in general,
high school grades are the best predictor and subject-matter tests
the second-best predictor of college grades. From these studies
and numerous others it is clear that intellective factors such as
high school academic performance, college aptitude test scores and
subject-matter test scores represent the best predictors of success
for college students generally.

When we turn to the study of non-intellective factors as pre-
dictive of college success, the studies are few and far between.
Lavin (1965) points out, when personality variables are studied the
findings are incomplete and equivocal. Furthermore, the studies tend
to treat the student as if he were operating in a "social vacuum,"
not taking into account the role of other dynamic variables at work.
However, Nichols (1966) does report that non-intellective factors
such as personality, attitude, interest and behavior variables were
found in his work to rank second among the best predictors of college
grades, coming in second to high school performance but ahead of
aptitude test scores.

Travers (1949), too, reported findings that showed the value of
combining some non-intellective factors with intellective factors to
increase the multiple correlation obtained between predictors and
earned college grades. He concludes that insufficient emphasis is
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placed on non-intellective variables and excessive emphasis is being
placed on standard measures of scholastic aptitude, While Travers'
article was written nearly twenty years ago, the picture seems to

reMain mUch the sade today. Ero:re realization of the importance of

nón..intellectiVe factors may be present but not a great deal more is
being done in'an effort to find ilhat they are and just how thay fit
into the predictiOn of college performance.

One other studi in which combinations of inteilective and non-
intellective factors proved worthwhile was that of Holland and Nichols
(1964) in WhiCh theY found that their specia11y7.constructed measure
of potential achieVement (including interests, goals* self-conceptions),
Combined with past achievement gave predictions supetiOr to other
variables and equal in efficiency to the best Multiple tegression

equations. Thué, it is evident that nonsintelleCtive factors still
need further study but have already shown some value, especially
when used in combination with intellective predictors.

What has been the success of special programs in preparing
stUdents for college and in predicting college success?

Special advising was found by Hendrix (1965) to be of value.
Those with low predicted grade averages, when given special advising
during the freshman year, Showed significantly highet achievement
than a codparable groUp advised by regular faculty advisers. Again*

in the light of the findings of the present iavestigation the form

taken by the special advising seems parallel. These students

were specially advised in considering reduced loads and special study
skills courses; they were encouraged to visit the administrators; an

encouraging and frieildly attitude was maintained throughout; pre-
college orientation and other assistance was made available: The

results of the present study also make it appear that there is some-
thing very helpful to the marginal college student in the special
attention and personalized treatment received when there is special

advising.

Summer programs of various types are offered in many colleges,
and universities, yet the results of these programs seldom find their

way into the literature. What has been reported has not been too

encouraging. Scott, Wilcox and Fisher (1966), for example, examined
those who had entered college in the summer as compared with those
entering in the fall. Over the first two quarters their comparisons
yielded no significant differences. There .was no particular benefit

from entering in the summer. However, there is no indication that
much in the way of special attention or remedial work was given these

students. Hills, Gladney and Klock (1967) hold that although summer
trial programs are widely used, they are better escape valves than
rescue devices. They comment that, "Few students who are admitted
to college on a trial basis will graduate four years later, but those
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who try and fail seem much more willing to recognize their .

iimitations." (p. 646) The present investigation has produced
results that cause the author to agree with the last part of this
statement but not the first part: In the pilot trial program con-
ducted at Hope College and the Summer Trial Program studied in
this project, the attrition rate has proven to be very close to the
rate shOwn among students regularly admitted; While thetrial
students do not excel in their work, except for a few who have done
very well, they do make it through a year or two years or all four
years of college in about the same proportions as regularly admitted
students.

This special type of summer program has been conducted at Hope
College informally for several years. During the summer of 1965 the
College conducted a pilot program that was better organized and had
an appointed director to plan and coordinate the total program.
This pilot program was considered successful and all the participants
were admitted for the fall semester. After three years of college
approximately sixty per cent of the students from the program are
still enrolled and carrying acceptable grade point averages; a few
of them have become quite outstanding leaders on the campus and in
student affaits. The pilot program also gave some valuable leads
for the better identification and selection of participants for such
a trial program and ways in which the program, with appropriate follow-
up, might best insure Participants' success in college. The present
study .pursues these leads from the past, more systematically gathers
and analyzes data on the marginal students, follows them fhrough a
specially deSigned Summer Trial Program (1967) and their first year
of college, and evaluates some special efforts to provide the kind of
program and guidance best suited to their special needs. It should
be pointed out that this is not a study of underachievers, since some
of these applicants will actually be marginal in basic ability.
Others will be academically handicapped because of late maturing,
111uneven development" of intellectual abilities, weak and/or "ghetto-
type" high school background, special extenuating circumstances in
their lives or families, and other unique conditions.

Methods

In order to best understand the methods used in this project
and the analyses performed on the data gathered, a rather extensive
description of the specially designed summer program is necessary.

The 1967 Summer Trial Program

brgal and objectives. The overall purpose of the 1967 Summer
Trial Program was to provide opportunity for the select group of
participants to assess their readiness for the total college experiece.
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This can be spelled out best in the following expressed aims of the

Program:

It provides the trial student with an opportunity to "try
himself" on ful441edged, typical college course work.

It provides the participant with saki special aids for
developing certain knowledge and skills essential to academic

success in college (improvement in reeding, writing, study
skills),

It provides personal assistance in developing the appropriate
attitudes and habits for achieving success and satisfaction
in cellege (individual conferences, resident adviser contacts),

It Makes it possible for each participant to come to a better
understanding and a realistic appraisal of his own potentialities.

The philosophy of the Director of the Summer Prograi, and thus

the prevailing philosophy of the Program itself, was CoMmunitated
to the participants as follows. Collpge life does require ability,

OMB, motivation and maturity. We have to be realistic about this:
the people in ehis type of program have already been judged to be
lacking in these qualities to the extent required fot sUccess at

Hope College. This id nothing to be ashamed of because the standards

clf Hope College are relatively high and its reputation somewhat out-

ftanding. However, dvetyone connected with the directing And instruct-

ng and advising in the Sumter Trial krogram is devoting his life to
work with students and has as his goals above all else, giving to

his students everything he can give to help the student help himself.

The College and the instructors in the Program are really on the side
of the student and are there to do everything possible to help the
participants succeed and be admitted to Hope College in the fall.
The course work is standard college work. None of the work taken is
watered down in any fashion; the grading and the requirements are as
rigorous as they are in the regular college courses during the school
year. The participants in the Program have been selected because
there is reason to believe they can succeed in the Summer Ttial Program
and even in the regular college program given sufficient motivation,
basic skills and the proper attitude toward college. Opportunity is
provided during the Trial Program to develop all of these require-

ments for college success. The rest is totally up to the participant.

Design cf a program to meet the obiectives. The summer program

was designed to serve the objectives listed above. The participants

enrolled in a single course (psychology) for 5 semester hours of
credit.. The teaching of the course was ihared by three instructors
(Dr. Beach, Dr. Barlow and Hiss Susan VanOuwerkerk) and opportunity
was provided for various kinds of college learning experiences in
this course, such as classroom lectures, discussion periods, group
work, lab demonstrations and experiments, extensive reading in an
academic discipline, outside library assignments, written assignments,

quizzes, tests and comprehensive examinations.



Since reading habits and skills have seen a perpetual problem

of trial students, a full course with the Reading Center was planned

and conducted. Coordinated with the reading improvement classes

was instruction in the basic skills of writing a good sentence and

a good paragraph. This instruction was planned for the first part

of the 6-week period so that the greatest Possible benefit might be

derived during the summer and so that improved reading and writing

skills could be practiced during the remainder of the summer session.

In addition to these sessions involving the whole group, voluntary

sessions were planned in which individuals or groups of individuals

could obtain further guidance and helps with their reading and

writing problems. Also made available to all participants was an

AUTOTUTOR teaching machine and programed films (35 mm. reels)

providing self-instruction on any aspect of writing which a partici-

pant needed to pursue further on his own time.

Getting at the development of habits And attitudes which pre-

pare one mentally and emotionally for college is a difficult matter.

Discussion periods with advanced students assisting in the Program

were scheduled for the participants: From past experience it was

felt that the Program objective would be better served by student-

led discussion of these matters than by faculty-led discussions.

Housing of the Program participants was handled by having those

needing campus housing live in the dorm with regular summer session

students. One of the student assistants in the Program, was appointed

resident adviser in the dorm and worked closely with the Director in

supervising and assessing the Trial Program students.

Staff for the 1967 program. Grant funds permitted better staff-

ing than the College had been able to provide in the pilot program

earlier. However, because of the results of this study the College

is investing more in an expanded staff for future Trial Programs.

All instruction in the Program was provided by the College since

the participants paid tuition.

The author served as Director of the program and had the final

responsibility for all phases of it. He supervised the Assistant

Director and other instructors and assistants involved. He also

supervised the research done during the summer and the school year,

as the students were followed through the first year of their college

work and as the statistical analysis of all the gathered data was

conducted.

Susan VanOuwerkerk served as Assistant Director in the Program.

She assumed a major responsibility in supervising instruction and

discussion in the psychology course, conducted some statistical and

other research work, and assisted the Director with numerous details

of administration of the Program.
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Two student assistants,were employed in the Program throughout
the summer. Dennis WAAtok, alsydhOdgy,,major graduate, assistend
in class discusSioh peki6d14 ih holding individual conferences with
participantsi ih statistics/ work relate0 to the research aspect of
the project, and in overall planning Of the academic, social and
recreational parts of the summer program. Peter Smith, a psychology
major entering his seniok year, served not only as resident advisor
but also served as disCussion leader in the course) held discussions
on college life and college ipsuesi conducted individual conferences
with participants, and proirided general supportive help to individuals
in the Program.

.The instiuctors in the Program were the author, who delivered
lectures and led discusSions in.the psychology course; Dr. Barlow,
who delivereka few lectures and conduCted the laboratory part of
the paychology course; Miss VanOuwerkerki Who also leCtured and
asiitted in fhe informal: discussions held as an adjUnct to the course;
and Nia. Helen Schobn, who provided the ifistructiofi it the reading-
mTiting improvement classes.

Selection of Participants. The participants in the 1967 Trial
Program were selected by the regular College Admissions Committee
from ahong those who applied for admission to the College but fell
short of the regular admissions requirements. When the commonly
used requirements on high school performance and class standing, on
CEEB exam scores, and on other "academic" criteria, were not suffi-
ciently met, special attention was given to family background,
evidences of motivation for going to college and coming to Hope,
written recommendations and other indications that the applicant
either would be a reasonable risk or should be "given a chance" at
college work.

Actual schedule and procedure of the program. The scheduling
of the summer's program was such that the reading-writing classes
were held during the first period in the morning each day
(8-9:30 am.), during the first four weeks of the 6-week session.
(During the last two weeks, extra psychology classes occupied this
period.) During these first four weeks the total group was divided
in half and one half attended the reading-writing instruction first
while the other half participated in informal discussion related
to the psychology course. During the second half of the period
the groups switched activities and places. In the second period of
each day (10-11:30 a.m.) the regular psychology class was held.
Two afternoons a week an afternoon period (1-2:30 pm.) was included.
During this time the psychology lab session was conducted. In
addition to these scheduled meetings, other individual and group
sessions took place from time to time for additional discussions on
preparation for and adjustment to college life, special assistance
with reading and writing problems, scheduled individual conferences
(three conferences with each participant), outside work on the teach-
ing machine, and any other special need that arose.

9
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Despite the rather heavy summer schedule, the participants

did not feel unusually overloaded and worked very hard, cooperating
well with the staff, with only few exceptions. Informal recreational
activities and some planned social events were scheduled by the Trial
Progr.am staff.

Periodic individual conferences were held with the participants
to determine their general progress, to explore their reasons and
purposes in coming to Hope, and to show a definite interest in how
their own efforts and self-assessment were progressing. In addition
to the scheduled conferences with the student assistants, some con-
ferences were also conducted by the Director with certain students
who may have been having special difficulties or required additional
counsel or guidance.

The plan of having a residt adviSer airing with the Students
and working closely with the Director was an ideal arrangement. He
did an outstanding job as residerlt adviser--working hard and many
long hours (often far, far into %A.L.) night) helping the trial students
grasp the.psychology course concepts, and appreciate the significance
of their present experience, thel.r future college work and the image,
regagtions and program of Hope.

OUtcome of the course and program. It is felt that the 1967
Summer Trial Program was a success. The attitude and morale of the
student6 fwith only one or two exceptions) was high and positive
throughou the Summer Weekil Motivation remained high throughout
in the psychology course ab reflected in the distribution :A final
grades in the course:

A- 3 Of 6 D+ 0
B+ 2 C 3 D 0

B 0 C- 2 D- 1

B- 4 F 0

The course was of equal difficulty to any regularly offered
introductory psychology course and the usual grading standards
were employed.

While there were some serious doubts in the minds of the '
instructors regarding the readiness uf certain participants for a
stiff college program, they did recommend to the Admissions Committee
that all but one of the participants be permitted to enroll in the
Fall--provided several took reduced loads and that certain ones
receive special advising and/or counseling. These recommendations
were followed by the Admissions Committee and the Recommendation was
made, further, that Drs. Beach and Barlow be assigned as faculty
advisers for these students, if possible. With the assistance of the
summer resident adviser as continuing assistant on the total Project
during the school year, it was possible to follow these students
carefully through their first year and to provide additional assistance
where it proved helpful.
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Evaluation of.the 1967 program kx participants and staff. It

is a difficult task to evaluate the success or the benefiti of an
overall program such as the Summer Trial Program--especially immedi-
ately upon its completion. However, an effort was made to do this
from the viewpoints of the participants it the ptogram and of the
staff.

As has been mentioned, the attitude of the trial students was
very positive and they seemed to feel a deep gratitude for "all that
everyone is doing" to give them this opportunity to prove themselves
and have a "second chance" to get into college-particularly into Hope.
To get as objective a vieW as possible of their feelings and reactions,
two members of the summer school administration, not ditedtly related
to the Trial Program, Dr. Henry tenHoor, Director of the Summer Session
and Mr. Bob DeYoung, Dean of Men, were asked to interview the partici-
pants at the close of the summer program: Open-end questions Were
used to get the respondents to speak in their awn words about the
summer experience. They yere.asked their general reactions td the
Program, what they felt benefited them most, what benefited them least,
what they liked most, what they liked leasti how demanding they felt
the Piogrim had been, and what, if anything* they'd like to see changed
for futnre Trial Programs.

In general, the reactions to the Program ana summer experience
were very positive. The students felt that their time had been
profitably spent, that the work had been demanding--but not too much
so, that they had been given a good preparation for and a taste of
real college work and that they felt ready for college. Some specif-
ically expressed gratitude for the opportunities given them through
the Trial Program and others made special mention of the benefit .

received from having an upper-class student serving as a concerned
and interested resident adviser. They felt that the psychology course
was very appropriate material for them to study as it related to their
present situation but a few felt it might be combined with other
courses. Some felt that the lab part of the course was of less rela-
tive value compared to the other material covered. Some made reference
to the lack of social activities.

What may be a truly significant outcome of the Trial Program was
that many indicated they had gained considerably more confidence in
themselves from the summer experience--and they had not at that time
received their final grades or learned of action on their admission
application. In summary, they seemed to emerge from the summer
experience with gratitude, eager anticipation and confidence.

Responses from the individual conferences held by the student
assistants on the staff followed much the same pattern. Here, too,
the students were extremely positive in their reactions to fhe program
and expressed enthusiasm and appreciation for the approach and the
ft second chance" being given. A major goal of the conferences held

11
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during the summer prograM was getting the individual to perforth an
honeSt Self-appraisal in terms of his total readiness fdt college.
The first confetende dealt wiih questions related to readons for
wanting to go to college, what would be done with the college educa-
tion, how the summer work might be serving those goals, what was
being accomplished in developing an effective pattern for study and
learning, and how readiness for college was developing for the
individual. The second conference dealt primarily with actual
progress in the course and in study habits and attitudes. General
attitudes toward college, extracurricular activities, social life
and varied aspects of campus life were explored and the participant
was urged to consider all these matters particularly in the remaining
weeks of the summer to find the balance and perspective which he
felt was appropriate for him should he begin college in the fall. The

final conference dealt mostly with the individual's assessment of his
own readiness for college. Surprising insights and responsible think-
ing had emerged in the minds of many of the participants and they
seemed to have done quite a searching and honest job of self-evaluation.
Several were very frank and forceful in stating that they certainly
were not ready for college when they came but now they felt they were

ready. In their assessment of the course with the staff assistants
special favorable mention was made of the employment of discussion in
the psychology course. The students felt that this was especially
good for freshmen and was something that should be incorporated as
much as possible in all courses for freshmen. This gets them into
the habit of being active in the learning process rather than slipping
into the passive learner role.

The entire staff was enthusiastic in evaluating the Program. As
the summer program drew to a close, the staff met to make an overall
evalUation in the light of the objectives set out at the beginning.
It was the consensus of the group that the aims had been well served
and the objectives had been adequately achieved.

Considerable discussion was devoted to the possibility of having
two courses for the trial students rather than the one 5-hour psy.; .

chology course. This seemed a distinct possibility but the staff felt
there would need to be a strong argument for changing anything very
drastically from the pattern followed this summer. The trial students
did not feel "out" with the other summer school students; the one
major course gave them a real sense of unity and esprit-de-corps; they
did feel that the course was pertinent and helpful to them personally
as well as being good college work.

The question of putting trial students in classes with other
summer school students was also discussed by the staff. As mentioned
above, the trial students felt they were an integral part of the
summer school program and the staff seemed to feel that something
would be lost if these students were put in with other summer school
classes. The student assistants felt, on the basis of their ic
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conversations with participants, that a regular summer school professor
teaching a regular summer school course could not possibly bring about
in these students the sense of accomplishment, the easing of anxieties
and the feeling of "someone really concerned and daring about their
progress" which they seemed to get from being together in their course
and apart from other summer students. A particularly strong feeling
expressed by the members of the staff was that the Trial Program
students should be by themselves in at least one course taught by
someone identified With the Summer Trial Prograrn and its philosophy
and objectives. It was also pointed,out that it would not be entirely
fair if upper classmen were in the same freshman course with these
marginal students just out of high school. Such a situation does
sometimes occur in freshman summer school courses.

y011ow-up during the school 2411... The Director of the summer
program and one of the student assistants conducted the follow-up
of the 1967 participants during the entire 1967-68 sohool year. Data
collected on the stUdents during the summer were analyzed further,
as Were additional data as they became avaiiable from the students'
performance and activities during the regular terMs. Contacts were
made with instructors and resident advisers to insure the attention
and opportunities usilally given any Student likely to feel some need
for assistance and/or guidance. Petiodic conferences With the students
Were tondUcted tO keep abreast of their interests, activities, academic
perkormance,.general college adjustment and any other pertinent
developments; Encouragement Was given to seek immediate counseling,
advising or guidance when probleMs arose. As &aides became available
some statistical analyses were carried out to further the aims of
the research project.

The final assessment of the project's work and the final data
processing and reporting were conducted at the end of the school year,
when these students had completed their first year.

Data Collected

It was realized from the start of this project that, in the final
analysis, there would have to be some form of quantifiable data to
enable meaningful interpretation of the results of the study and to
permit its replication in any parallel form. The decision was made to
concentrate primarily on the type of data available on the college
applicant at the time of application for admission.

Admissions data. To make admissions data and miscellaneous
information manageable, a system for rating such material was experi-
mented with in the pilot study of 1965 and, with some minor modifies-
tions, was employed in the present study. Details on the manner in
which these ratings were made appears in Appendix A of this report.
The variables studied were the following.
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SAT-V -- Simply a straight rating on the raw score
SAT-M Rating on raw score
IQ and other tests -- An average of ratings on 1Q's and on

other tests (general achieVement,
educational development tests, etc.)
in terms of percentile.rank

H.S. Average and Rank -- Average of rating on H.S. grade
average and on rank in graduating
class

Family Background -- Average of ratings on parents' education
and on father's occupation

Attitude and Motivation -- Average of ratings on "irregular
record" (dhowing work when motivated)
And On evidences of positive attitude
and motivation

Leadership and ReCoMmendations -- Average of ratings on "signif-
itant leaderdhip" in high
school and Oft recommendations
by capable persons (teachers,
counselors, principals, etc.)

As is readily evident, some of these are intellective factors
and some are nOninte1leCtive factor's Which mAy play a role in A
students success in college. An Unfortunate moVe made in thia study
was to combine (in the interest of cutting the total number of variables)
the final two items. The section of this report on findings and
analysis will show that very unusual correlations appeared between
these ratings and the cumulative grade point average of the Summer
Trial Students over the summer and first year of college. Having
started with a coMbined rating, it is impossible to tell for sure
which of the two rating or their combination is really responsible for
the correlation being what it is, but from inspection of the data it
appears that those earning low grade point averages rated high on
recommendations. In any similar study in the future these two factors

should be separated for analysis.

Data Other Than Admissions Data. A number of psychological tests
had been used in the pilot study and some of these were discarded
for the present study because they proved of no significant value.
For example a measure of academic motivation was used before but
proved totally inadequate in predicting the success of marginal
students because it predicted nearly all of them failing which is
obviously an invalid prediction since approximately sixty per cent
of the students on whom it was used are still successfully pursuing
their college career at the end of their junior year. Also, measures
of self concept and opinions and attitudes had proven of no particular
value in the pilot study so they were not employed in the present study.
Apparently what was found in this study was beginning to show in the
pilot study, viz., what may be helpful in predicting performance in
regular college students cannot be depended upon to predict on marginal

14
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students. Two additional tests were used, however: the Brownd.,
Holtzman Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes ind the Watson4laser
Critical Thinking Appraisal, since,they had shown some interesting
results earlier.. However, as the later sectiOh of this report will
reveal, these, too,.proved of little or no valile in revealing any
significant predictions or changes in the students during the summer
and first yeii of c011ege.

lekthods ofhligrAi

The prikary method of analysis used on the data is cOttelstion
technique. In an attempt to find what factors predict performance
or success in college, correlation coefficients (Pearson product
moment) are computed (1) between the ratings on the various admissions
variables and the participants' grade earned in the Summer Trial
Program and (2) between admissions variables and cumulative grade
point avetage from the summer and the first full year of college..
Since the ratings used may be considered as points along a continuous
rating scale, correlation technique is appropriate and it is, of
course, the prime method for establishing the validity of predictors;
of performance. In addition to the correlations between individual
variables in the study (a correlation matrix of significant variables
appears in Appendix B of this report), multiple correlations were
computed to determine the combinations of variables which would
provide the best possible predictions for college grades. From these
multiple correlations regression equations may be developed indicating
the ways in which each factor contributes to the overall prediction.
(See Appendix C.)

Where appropriate on some pre and post measures and follaw-up
measutes a correlated Fisher's t ratio has been computed to determine
the significance of any mean differences found.

Findings and Analysis

The most significant findings of the present investigation are
the statistical findings but some attention will also be given to
some of the more subjective and impressionistic results of the periodic
conferences with the Ptogram participants through the Summer Ttial
Program and throughout their first year in college.

Statistical Findings

Brief mention should be made of the findings from the psychological
tests employed. The Brown-Holtzman Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes
adminidtered at the beginning and at the close of the Summer Trial
Program and again at the end of the school year yielded no significant
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results, either in terms of assessing any change taking place or in
terms of possessing any predictive power regarding future performance.
The same was true of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal.
While there was same increase in scores on this latter test, they did
not approach any significant level of confidence.

The most pertinent findings are those correlations showing the
relationship of the various potentially predictive factors to per-
formance in the Summer Trial Program and to performance in the first
year of college work. Table 1 below summarizes these correlations..

Table 1

Correlations between Predictive Factors and College Performance

Correlations with
Summer Trial Program Grade

Correlations with
First Year Cumulative GPA

SAT-V .476* .178

SAT-M .321 .096

IQ and Other Tests .662* .225

H.S. Average Rank -.516*
Family Background .237 .038

Attitude and
Motivation -.337 -.442*

Leadership &
Recommendations -.092 -.437*

Intellective
Admissions Factors
(average rating) 555* .211

Non-intellective
Admissions Factors
(average rating) -.062 -.442*

Summer Trial Program
Grade .518*

The most outstanding general observation to be drawn from these
findings is that, while the "standard" admissions predictors are
relatively useless in predicting the cumulative grade point averages
of these marginal students, these factors are, nevertheless, useful
in predicting performance in the Summer Trial Program. In turn, the
performance in the Summer Trial Program is the best single predictor
of the cumulative grade point average after a full year of college.
The negative correlations between high school performance and per-
formance at the college level might not seem too surprising in that the
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low high !Whoal performance may very likely be one of the main reasons

the student is in this program. But the significant thing is that

within th d $roup the correlation is negative and, at least for the

summer tr al grade, quite high (a correlation coefficient of .433 is

statistically significant at the 05 level of confidence). This

finding MAY be interpreted to mean that the "usual" admissions pre-

dictors may be quite useful in selecting participants for a summer

trial program but the summer trial is quite necessary to determine who

among the marginal entrants will most likely succeed in his first

year of college. Mhltiple correlations reported later indicate that

when t4e summer trial grade is used in cohjunction with admissions

variables, the correlation with cumulative GVA is still higher and

prediction, therefore, still mord valid and dependable.

Other puzzling items in these findings are the negative correla-

tions found in such areas as attitude and motivation and in leadership

and recommendations. Of course, these data came from assessments

made of their high school performance and characteristics. It just

may well be that such things as attitude and motivation change that

much for these marginal people when they are given a second chance and

have an opportunity to prove themselves or that attitude and motiva-

tion play a different enough role in college, so that even within the

group those rated lower in these areas from their high school record

end up with the higher cumulative grade point in college. It is a

difficult finding to interpret. And, as was mentioned earlier, it

is difficult to interpret the situation with leadership and recommenda-

tions because these two factors have been combined for the rating used

in the analysis. It does appear, however, that the negative correlation

is due largely to those rated high on their recommendations earning low

cumulative grade point averages. This is an important interpretation

since only recommendations from school personnel were considered and

none of those from relative, friends of the family or ministers.

Finally, special attention should be drawn to the breakdown of
the findings between those predictors wbich are intellective and
those which are non-intellective. The findings seem to say that an
average rating on intellective admissions variables is helpful in
predicting Summer Trial Program grades but is not of much use in
predicting the first year cumulative grade point. Inversely, while
the average rating on non-intellective factors shows little value
in predicting Summer Trial Program grades, it seems useful (due to
a negative correlation) in the prediction of first year cumulative
GPA.

TUrning to the multiple correlation coefficients which have been
computed, an effort is here made to find the combination of factors
(predictors) which will give the highest correlation (and thus pre-
diction) on the criterion variable (either Summer Trial Program grade
or first year cumulative GPA).
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In prediáting the SuMmer Trial Program grade, the best results

come from the Use of all seven admissions variables; however nearly

as high a multiple correlation is obtained when only certain variables

are used. (Regression equations for making such predictions are

found in Appendix C.) When all seven admissions variables are used
together the multiple correlation with the summer grade is .831

< .01). When only four admissions variables are used (SAT-V, IQ

and Other Tests, H.S. Average/Rank, Leadership and Recommendations),

fhe correlation is still .825 (p < .01). When only the intellective
variables are used the multiple correlation is .801 (p < .01), and

even even when two admissions variables are used (IQ and Other Tests
and H.S. Average/Rank), the multiple correlation is .799 (p < .01).

The Beta weights of fhe admissions variables indicate that two factors
(IQ and Other Tests, and H.S. Average/Rank) contribute far more to
the variance in the summer grade than any of the other admissions
variables and the weighting of the latter is negative (see Appendix C).

When only the non-intellective variables are used, the multiple .

correlation with the summer grade is not significant (.470).

What, then, is fhe picture in predicting the cumulative GPA?
If only the admissions variables are used the multiple correlation
with the cumulative GPA reaches .560, which is not a statistically

significant multiple correlation. However, when the Summer Trial
Program grade is added the prediction becomes much improved as the
multiple correlation reaches .791 (p < .05). Even when only three
admissions variables (SAT-V, H.S. Average/ Rank, Leadership and
Recommendations) are used with the summer grade, a multiple correla-
tion of ..706 (p = .01) is obtained. Of.course, it has to be kept in
mind that whenever the Leadership and Recommendations variable is used,

it lends its predictive power through a negative correlation. In

sum, then, the admissions variables, even when all used together, do

not yield a statistically significant correlation with the first year
cumulative GPA but when the Summer Trial Program grade is added, either

the total number of admissions variables or even fewer selected ones
will yield a significant multiple correlation with the cumulative GRA.
This correlation is useful in making predictions through the use of a
regression equation employing those variables with the proper weight-

ings. (Appendix C includes a chart showing the role of the admissions
variables in predicitng the cumulative GPA and the summer grade,
including Beta weights for each variable in making each prediction.)

In summarizing the statistical findings presented here, it is
evident that the role of the Summer Trial Program appears to be a
most help8u1 one (some feel it is an indispensable one) in determining
who among marginal college entrants will be successful during their
first year of college. The admissions variables predict well the
Summer Trial Program grade and the STP grade predicts well the first
year cumulative CPA, but there is no validity in predicting the first

year cumulative grade from the admissions variables alone. These
marginal entrants to college appear to differ in some significant ways
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from regularly admitted college students and their selection should

undoubtedly be put on a different base. These findings can give

some important leads in the direction of what that base ought to be.

Impressions from Individual Conferences

Reporting and interpreting the findings from the more subjective

personal conferences represents a much more difficult task than deal-

ing with fhe quantitative data. From the many notes taken from the

conferences held during the Summer Trial Program and those held with

the student assistant through the first year of their college experience,

one does get definite impressions of how the partictpants in this pro-

ject feel about the Summer Trial Program, about their first year of

college, and the total experience. An effort is made here to summarize

the major points made by the students and to reflect the tone of their

remarks as accurately as possible.

First of all their remarks regarding the Summer Trial Program have

always been positive. While they were in the midst of it, they felt

grateful and impressed that they were afforded this second chance and

opportunity to prove themselves. They all seemed eager to do this.

They thought the Program was a good one and they were excited and happy

to be a part of it. They felt they benefited greatly from it. These

same feelings predominated throughout the school year. From the inter-

views conducted during the school year, the most frequent comments and

feelings expressed were how helpful the Summer Program had been in

helping them improve their study habits (some of them said they learned

for the first time how to study!). They reported that it had also

helped them prepare themselves emotionally and mentally (attitude-wide)

for the total college experience--but especially for the academic

aspects. Mentioned many times was the increase in self-confidence

which came from the Summer Program. While they did not use such termi-

nology, there sc_ms to have been some truly major changes for some of

these people in their identity development and self concept. It has been

next to impossible to get any more objective measure of this but per-

haps it can I accomplished in the future. One student, in particular,

volunteered co one of his instructors who was complimenting him on his

work in a course, that he (the student) was now a different man from

the person he was before the summer experience--that the instructor

would not have recognized him as the same student before. Many also

mentioned the value of the Summer Program in making some personal

self-evaluation as well as that along academic dimensions only.

Others spoke in terms of "broadening of self" and general personal

growth through the sumr.er, especially, but through the whole year, too.

In summarizing the tone of the remarks made in the conferences

throughout the year some of these same themes are found to be dominant.

Over again and agrin came the comment that they found they had better

study habits than many other students and much better than they had

had before. The other most frequently mentioned theme was that dealing
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with inckesied 'self-confidence. While many of them had been socially
successful and perhaps successful in other ways, they knew they had

been pretty Much of a failure academically in high school. Learning

that they could do college work and that they even had a chance to
succeed in college seemed to be doing something quite significant

for them personally. Some spoke in terms of having become more sure
of what they were and what they Wanted to be; others spoke in more
general terms of personal growth and greatly increased mmturity..a

attributing mdch of this to move than the general college experience

but to the summer experience and continued contact with the student

tisSistant througholit the first college yeaiii Whether they were
accomplishing that aims ot not, many also said they knew what it
meant to be a good student and knew what they had to do to be a real
student; this was Usually put in a pretty mature way for a freshman.
SoMe mentioned more specifically that they had grown in terms of
self-discipline; one person even said that the Summer Trial Program
and the year that followed "made something out of nothing." These

are strong words but he was very sincere in saying them. Perhaps

special comment should be made on one student who had been always
nervous, on-edge, worried and under pressure--to use the words of

those who talked with him in the conferences. By the end of the first
school year he was described by the student assistant as appearing
very relaxed Jnd much more at ease.

These impressions from the conferences with the participants in
this special program sound like a great success story but, of course
it is not all success. Six of the participants will nOt return for
their second year of college at Hope this fall. However, one of these
has a primarily medical problem only fully diagnosed during fhe past
school year and another developed very serious emotional difficulties

which caused him to fail miserably. The other four do not represent

a particularly high mortality rate. From conferences with those who

did not do well the impression was recetved that they realized (with

one exception) that they were not working as they should. Among these
individuals, the interviewer seemed to find considerable immaturity
yet and a real waste of potential, as he put it. One student was
quite totally unrealistic in his goals (which also often goes with a
history of failure, of course) but the others were too interested in
social life and having a good time or simply did not develop the

necessary goals and incentive to use what they, themselves, admitted

they had in the way of potential and skills.

Summing up the impressions received from the conferences during
the summer and the follow-up conferences during the school year, it
would appear that the 1967 Summer Trial Program has been quite success-
ful in reaching the participants as persons. There seem to be some
important things that have happened to these individuals during the
summer and the ensuing school year. Whether or not these may be
attributed to the special attention given them in this Program is
hard to assess, but they themselves feel that many changes in them
are attributqble to this total experience.
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Conclusions and Recombendations

The major conclusions to be &Awn from this study are very
cleat6cut, even though it must be consiciered an exploratory study to
be followed by more intensive and extensive investigation of the
preliminary findings here reported.

First of all, it was found that the usual predictors of success
in college (psychological tests, high school grades and rank, SAT
scores) Were not at all valid for predicting first year cumulative
grade point averages for these marginal entrants. However, they

were valid for predicting performance in the Summer Trial Program.
rn turn, the Summer Trial Program grade or fhat grade used with
admissions variables did prove valid in predicting the first year

cumulative GPA.

It is also quite obvious fhat the Summer Trial Program was a
generally successful program for these marginal students. The first

year cumulative CPA's ranged from .954 to 2.614 (on a 4.0 scale) with

a mean of 1.830 (a GPA of 1.6 is required of freshmen to remain in
good standing at Hope College). Thirteen of the nineteen admitted
to the college following the Summer Trial Program are still in good
standing and two of the six who have dropped out, did so for reasons
other than simple academic failure. The attrition in actually not
far different from that of regularly admitted students.

From the followtaup study of the participants during the school
year, the total program also appears successful in helping students
establish productive study habits and attitudes toward college life.
Possibly even more important was the frequent mention of changes in
personal growth, particularly self-confidence, which these marginal
entrants achieved during this total year's experience.

Recommendations for further study must include additional study
and research on this type of summer program and the sort of results
it achieves. The personnel involved in administering the Program

are very humble about the outcome and do not profess to know just
what it is about this type of program that produces the good results
and what might be changed to avoid more of the failures. Perhaps
further investigation of this kind of program--especially the personal
attention aspects--will reveal just where the critical factors lie.
Greater numbers of students need to be studied and, if at all possible,
more precise instruments must be found or developed to assess the

changes and progress which occur. However, one impression is very
strong, viz., that the numbers in any particular program should be
kept small enough to maintain the sense of personal attention and
concern given each individual participating in such a program.
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Tentative Method for Rating Summer Trial Students

Areas of rating:

A. CEEB (SAT) scores (ratings on V and M)
B. IQ and other tests (average of ratings on IQ's and percentile

rank on "other tests:" general achievement, "educational
development" tests, etc.)

C. High School performance (average of ratings on H.S. average and
rank in graduating class)

D. Family background (average of ratings on parents' education;
then that rating is averaged with rating on father's occupation)

E. Attitude and Mbtivation (average of "irregular record" rating--
especially B's in solid subjects and rating on evidences of
positive attitude and motivation)

F. General assessment of the person (average of ratings on (1) H.S.
activities and significant leadership and (2) recommendations by
school people--no recommendations by relatives, friends of
family, or ministers used)

Guides for making ratings in various areas (all ratings from top 5
down to 1 or 0):

A. SAT scores
5 - 500+
4 - 450-499
3 - 400-449
2 - 350-399
1 - 301-349
0 - below 300.

B. IQ and other tests
IQ

5 - 120+
4 - 110-119
3 - 100-109
2 - 90-99
1 - below 90

Other tests (%ile)
5 - 85%+
4 - 70-84%
3 - 50-69%
2 - 35-49%
1 - below 35

C. H.S. Average and Rank
H.S. Ave. H.S. Rank

5 - B- or 85 and above (2.60 5 - top 1/5

4 - Cf or 83-84 (2.4-2.5) 4 - fourth 1/5

3 - C or 79-82 (1.9-2.3) 3 - middle 1/5

2 - C- or 77-78 (1.7-1.8) 2 - second 1/5

1 D+ or 76 and below 2 - bottom 1/5

-r-

(1.6 and below)
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D. Family background
Educ. of parents Occup. of father

5 - grad. work or post-college 5 - professional
4 - college graduate 4 - manager or executive
3 - college work or post-H.S. 3 - business or supervisory
2 - high school graduate 2 - skilled labor
1 - high school work or less 1 - unskilled or semi-skilled
0 - 9th grade or less

E. Attitude and motivation
Irregular Record Attitude and Motivation

5 - several B's in "solid
subjects" or definite
improvement in last year

5 - several evidences of
good attitude or strong
motivation

4 - 4 -

3 - a B or two in solid
subjects or good and bad
years

3 - some evidence of good
attitude or strong
motivation

2 -

1 - consistently mediocre/poor
record

F. General assessment of person
H.S. Activity & Leadership

5 - several positions of
n significant leadership" in
H.S. years

4 -
3 - participation but little or

no "significant leadership"
positions

2 -

1 - little participation or
leadership

26

2 -
1 - no particular evidence

on attitude and/or
motivation

Recommendations
5 - several positive recom-

mendations by school
personnel

4 -
3 - at least one strong

recommendation

2 - no positive recommenda.
tions or positive and
negative recommendations

1 - negative recommendations
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Mattix of Correlations on Significant Variables

IQ and H.S, Family Attitude Ldrshp
SAT-V SAT44 Other Aired Back- and and

Tests Rank ground Mot'n Rec!ns

SAT-M .119

IQ and
Other .556** .143

Tests
H.S.
Average/ -.556** -.225 -.388
Rank
Family
Back- .196 .207 .242 .080

Zround
Attitude
and -.224 -.438* -.262 .361 -.154

Motivation
Leadership
and Recam- .299 -.010 -.003 .098 .129 .193

mendations
Summer
Trial :476* .321 .662** -.516* .237 -.137 .092

Grade
First year
Cumulative .178 .096 .225 -.255 .038 -.442* -.437*

GRA

*p < .05
**p <



Appendix C

Role of Admissions Variables in Predicting

First-year Cumulative GPA and Summer Trial Program Grade
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Predicting Summer Trial ,lizaitrAln, Etit kag, 4dit4sions V4ittab1ep

Regression equation fot predicting STP grade from 7 admissions variables:

X = - .134 (SATA&V)+ .046 (SAT41) + .394 (IQ and Other Tests) - .662 (H.S.

Average/Rank) + .077 (?aaly Background) + .042 (Attitude and Mbtivation)
+ .213 (Leadership and Recommendations) + 2.119

((Multiple R = .831; Error of est. = .518))

Regression equation for predicting STP grade from 4 admissions variables:

X to - .120 (SAT-V) + .436 (IQ and Other Tests) - .625 (H.S. Average/Rank

+ .211 (Leadership and Recomnendations) + 2.435
((MUltiple R =,.825; Error of est. = .449))

Regression equation for predicting STP grade from 2 admissions variables:

X = .3995 (IQ and Other Tests) - . 475 (H.S. Average/Rank) + 2.459
((Multiple R = .799; Error of est. = .440))

Predicting First Year Cumulative GPA from Admissions Variables and STP Grade

Regression equation for predicting cumulative GPA from 7 admissions variables

and STP grade:

X = 1,179 (SAT-V) - .069 (SAT-E) - .212 (IQ and Other Tests) + .533 (H.S.
Average/Rank) - .059 (Family Background) - .153 (Attitude and Mbtivation)

- .485 (Leadership and Recommendations) + .767 (STP Grade) + 1.169
((Multiple R = .791; Error of est. = .470))

Regression equation for predicting cumulative GPA from 3 admissions variables

and STP grado:

X = .094 (SAT-V) + .260 (H.S. Average/Rank) - .435 (Leadership and
Recomnendations) 4. .471 (STP Grade) + 1.003

((Multiple R = .706; Error of est. = .435))

Regression equation for predicting cumulative GPA from 2 admissions variables

and STP grade:

X = - .062 (Attitude and Motivation) - .322 (Leadership and Recommendations)

+ .385 (STP Grade) + 2.059
((Multiple R = .685; Error of est. = .428))
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Predicting First YearPumulative GPA from Admissions Variables

Regression equation .for predicting cumulative GPA from 7 admissions variables:

X = .076 (SAT-V) - .033 (SAT-D) + ,090 (IQ and Other Tests) + .025 (H.S.

Average/Rank) - 600005 (Family Background) - .121 (Attitude and

Mbtivation) - 6322 (Leadership and Recommendations) + 2.795

((Multiple R = .566; Error of est. m .593))

Role of Admissloni Variables la PrediPtillg Virst,Itat,CumuJatiVp GPA and

Summer Trial ProgrAm Grade

SAT-V SAT-M
IQ and
Other
Tests

H.S.
Average/
Rank

Family
Back-
:round

Attitude
and

Moen

Ldrshp
and

Reens

r with
Cum. GPA .178 .096 .225 -.255 .038 -.442 -.437

r with
STP
Grade

.

.476 021 .662 -.516 .237 -.337 . .092

Beta weight
Predicting
Cum GPA with
Adm. variables

.186 -.085 .172* .024 -.00008 -.230 -.470

Beta weight
Predicting
Cum. GPA with
Adm. variables
and STP Grade

.439 -.177 -.403 .524 -.087 -.291 -.710

Beta weight
Predicting
sTr grade -.254

with Adm.
variables

.092 .578** -.503 .088 .061 .241

*.255 when used with SAT-V only

**.639 when used with SAT-V, H.S. Average/Rank, and Leadership and

Recommendations ratings
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ABSTRACT

This is an exploratory effort to determine factors available at the time
of application for admission)which will better identify who among, marginal
applicants are the most likely to succeed in college. Nineteen marginal
applicants to Hope. College were studied in terms of admissions data, their
performance in the specially designed summer trial program, and their
experience and performance dtfring their total first year of college.

The results of the study indicate that the usual academic predictors of
college success.(H.S. grades, SAT scores, rank in graduating class, etc.)
are of no use at all in predicting the first year cumulative grade point

average of these marginal entrants. However, these predictors are useful
in predicting how the students will perform in the Summer Trial Program.
In turn, the grade earned in the summer program is highly predictive of the
total cumulative grade point average at the end of the freshman year.

The special program designed for the summer and the follow-up of the
trial students during their first year appeared highly successful both in
terms of the law attrition rate among the participants and in terms of
personal growth and development of the individuals involved.
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